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Consumer Affairs Fake Scam
Websites Warn of Cyber Crime

The Massachusetts Office of Consumer Affairs has created 
several fictional websites that warn internet users of the 
increasing amount of scams across cyberspace and how to avoid 
becoming a victim. 

The websites can be found at www.topmassachusettsdeals.com. 
Each site displays an offer, ranging from free trips to work-at-
home deals to foreclosure and debt relief. When web users click 
to apply for a service or purchase a deal, they are directed to an 
educational page that warns about similar scams. 

“The Internet allows cyber criminals to get into your living room 
without even being in the country,” says Undersecretary Anthony.  
“Every year consumers lose millions and millions of dollars to 
cyber-crooks in addition to something more important than 
money – their personal identity.” 

The sites were developed as a tool to educate consumers about 
the dangers of careless cyber shopping and to provide consumers 
with information about where to actually find the help they are 
seeking. The websites were based on typical scams that are all 
too common on the internet and fashioned on an initiative by the 
FTC. These website offers of immediate weight loss, work-at-home 
schemes and debt relief deliver nothing in return for consumers’ 
money. Often these scams result in identity theft, credit card theft 
or other fraud.

The websites include resources to consult if a consumer has 
become a victim of a scam, as well as legitimate services related 
to the specific topic. 

  • Know who you are dealing with. Before providing personal
 or financial information, check out the company through 
 your local Better Business Bureau to see if it is legitimate or 
 has any complaints filed against it.

  • Get everything in writing. Ensure that you have written and 
 signed documentation of all promises being made by the company.

  • Know what you are signing. Make sure to read and clearly understand everything you sign. Do not sign any documents
 with blank spaces or errors.  Read and understand a company’s privacy policy before signing up for any offers. 

  • Know what you are paying, and what you are paying for. Avoid upfront fees. If you are unsure why you are making a   
 payment, or what  service that payment is going toward, seek help.

  • Do not give out personal or financial information, especially for services you should be receiving for free.

  • Avoid offers that “guarantee” results whether it is a loan, pain or debt relief, weight loss, or discount deals.

   Tips to avoid internet scams:

If a website promises “guaranteed results” within days or weeks, charges upfront fees without disclosing the full cost of 
their product, uses unfounded statistics, and seeks too many personal details, chances are it is a scam. Remember, if it 
sounds too good to be true, it probably is!

http://www.mass.gov/consumer
http://twitter.com/mass_consumer
http://www.youtube.com/massconsumer
http://www.facebook.com/MassConsumer


Over the past several years, the Patrick-Murray administration has been a leader in protecting personal information 
of consumers and employees. The Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation issued strong regulations in 
2010 that protect credit, bank account, and other personal information, which was authorized by a statute effective 

in 2007. 

There may be certain kinds of consumer behavioral information that 
should be off-limits to tracking and sharing. For example, should 
consumers be able to keep private certain behavior such as searching 
online for hospitals or drugs that treat cancer or finding directions on 
your smartphone GPS app to an appointment with your psychiatrist? 

The dangers of the current system are really apparent whenever we 
think that employers, health and life insurance companies, or total 
strangers can, through brokers who buy and sell tracking data, learn 
about personal health or social events that we consider private.

The next but difficult step is to determine whether we can practically 
and economically allow consumers to enjoy today’s technology without having their whereabouts, personal 
transactions, browsing history, mobile app use, and other habits tracked. A Consumer Internet Privacy Bill of Rights, 
such as that presented by President Obama, will help us achieve that step while protecting the important values of 
privacy of and control over our information.
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Consumers deserve greater privacy protection while surfing the web
Advertisers, browsers, websites, and smartphone apps track you when you surf the web and travel. The goal of this so-
called “tracking” is to develop targeted advertisements that correspond to items you view on merchants’ websites or 
the information you search for on search engines such as Google.

If an advertiser followed you around in person to see where you went and what you bought and what merchandise 
you were interested in, you could probably file for a restraining order for stalking.  But no 
such clear procedure and no enforcement mechanism exist to prevent tracking of your online 
behavior by advertisers, marketers, and others.

In recent years, government agencies such as the Federal Trade Commission and 
nongovernment organizations such as the Digital Advertising Alliance have made great strides 
in establishing privacy policies that many companies and websites have voluntarily adopted. 
This has resulted in the generation of website privacy policies that are long, technical, and 
rarely read or understood. In general, these policies inform you that your behavior is being 
tracked and shared, but there is not much you can do about it.

In late February 2012, the White House released a comprehensive Consumer Privacy Bill of 
Rights regarding commercial internet use and website owner conduct. This Bill of Rights 
espouses important principles, such as the need for consumers to have control over their 
own data, transparency of privacy policies, and a requirement that companies keep personal 
online behavior secure and are held accountable for violations of privacy. The Obama 
Administration plans to incorporate these principles into FTC codes of conduct and perhaps seek to codify it in 
legislation.

The “free internet” is subsidized by advertisers that pay for advertisement space, but the price of the “free internet” 
depends on the ability of advertisers to obtain and use the tracking data of millions of consumers. There is 
obviously a dilemma here: Commerce on the internet depends in part on giving up some aspects of consumer 
privacy. Striking the right balance is the great challenge we all face.

“In general, these policies inform you that your 
behavior is being tracked and shared, but there is not 

much you can do about it.”
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